ABSTRACT The smart device combined with artificial intelligence can act as robot system to perform data collection task. To minimize the data collection cost and to guarantee the quality of service (QoS) of tasks are two vital issue in such mobile robot system. Data collection platform and data reporter often needs to negotiate with each other before start of data collection which will generate a certain cost. Once the platform and the data reporter agree to the cooperation, data reporter will collect and report data for a period. However, in previous researches, it was often considered that data reporters can report data at any time without considering the cost of interaction and negotiation, which is not suitable for the practice. In this paper, we propose an efficiency cost data collection scheme (ECDCS) in which the data reporter is selected according to the contribution that all the data it collects have on the whole system rather than a single data samples. Because there exists correlation in data, matrix completion technology can be adopted to recover the missing data samples with partial data while guarantee the QoS of the task. So, a data reporter selection scheme ECDCS based on the matrix completion technology is proposed in which the selection is in terms of the cooperation effect of the reporters rather than a single data sample. The main goal is to select the reporter set with low cost and high QoS which has the best cooperative effect. By doing so, in the proposed data collection scheme, the missing of partial data can be tolerated which can reduce data collection cost while guarantee the QoS. The extensive experiments results indicate that the proposed scheme can effectively reduce the data cost while maintain the QoS of application.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of microelectronics technology, the processing capability of modern sensor-based devices has been developed rapidly [1] - [4] . And volume and cost of these devices have decreased significantly. These changes have led to the widespread application of sensor-based devices which greatly promoted the development of Internet of Things (IoTs) [5] - [9] . Since 2011, the number of devices (such as smartphones, mobile vehicles, industrial-aware devices, etc.) connected to the Internet of Things on the Earth has exceeded the population, reaching 9 billion. And it is estimated that by 2020, the number of devices connected to the network will reach 24 billion [10] , [11] . Furthermore, recent advances in sensor have made it can be embedded into various devices of Internet of Things, which forms the infrastructure of data sensing and acquisition [12] - [15] . And a large number of mobile devices embedded in smart sensor devices such as mobile phone, mobile vehicles, autonomous automobiles and autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles combined with artificial intelligence (AI) technologies act as mobile robots to perform massive tasks in varied environments [15] - [23] . With wireless communications, these mobile robot's system can be connected to Internet to exchange information and cooperate to perform extensive tasks [17] , [18] , [23] - [27] . In such tasks, these mobile smart sensor-based devices take a participatory way to sense data and report data samples to data centers in cloud through wireless communications at low cost [17] , [18] . Data centers in cloud process the received data and provide the composition intelligent services to users [17] , [18] . This scheme of data collection is promising for many applications. For example, the study of certain migratory birds requires data on their migration routes, time, population scale or amount, habits and rules. If only rely on the observation of the researchers to obtain these data, the system will need many researchers and must establish a large number of observation stations which will take a long time and a large number of human and material resources. And the observed data obtained in this way is often incomplete and unsystematic [28] - [32] . In the current IoT network, participatory data sensing scheme can be applied to data collection well. The researchers published the task of bird observation in cloud. The information in the published tasks includes the name of bird, the time, the scope, the report forms and the important elements and so on. In this way, a large number of mobile sensor-based devices can sense the time, location, quantity and other information of birds. And the reports can be in a variety of forms: text, sound, pictures, videos, and so on. The trajectory data of bird activity collected in this way can have longer period than the data collected by the researchers themselves. And the data is more detailed in the content. It can be considered as no boundary in the observation because the distribution of mobile devices is wide. And the distribution is flexible. In this way, the cost of data acquisition can be decreased a lot [33] - [34] . For example: the VTrack project is a typical application of big data network [10] , [17] , [18] . Vtrack is an application which can provide real-time traffic information. Users can obtain real-time traffic information of the city so that they can optimize the transportation to save fuel, time and other resources. NoiseTube project is an application which can provide the service that demonstrates the distribution of urban noise [10] , [17] , [18] . In such applications, crowdsourcing is generally used for data collection. The task publisher publishes the task of data collection so that the crowd with smart phones in the city can sense data through the embedded sensors and report the corresponding data to VTrack or NoiseTube.
The advantages of participatory sensing scheme with mobile sensor devices have aroused widespread concern of researchers. Many related studies have been proposed. The most challenge issue in these studies is how to reduce the amount of data collected while maintaining high QoS. Reducing the amount of data has different meanings in different applications, but the key point of that is to minimize the cost of data collection. One of the effective ways to reduce the cost of data collection is to reduce the data mount and select the reporters with high quality and low cost. To ensure high QoS is to guarantee that the data collected contains rich and comprehensive information. For example, data samples are needed for every monitoring object and monitoring site, which means that data should cover the whole monitoring area. This QoS dimension is called data coverage. Another QoS dimension is low redundancy in data. Redundant data cannot add new information but increases the cost of the system. The QoS dimension also includes many other aspects such as collection time of data and so on. The researchers have done some studies on these QoS dimension. For example, some researchers mainly focus on how to use participatory sensing scheme to complete the task. Research [35] - [36] discussed how to use incentive mechanism to stimulate participants to participate actively in the data collection tasks. In addition, some studies have considered the cost of data collection, the selection and optimization of reporters and QoS.
Despite these studies, there are still some issues to be studied. (1) In many studies, the basic unit of data collection is data sample. Therefore, these studies usually use QoS as a measure to select data samples to optimize the performance of the data collection scheme. Such strategies often use incentives and promote the reward of data samples in specific areas to stimulate data collection. For example: to ensure that data collected can cover the entire monitoring area, high reward is given to those areas which are difficult to obtain data. High reward will stimulate data collectors to participate in the data collection actively. The data collection strategy of multi-dimensional goal is similar. These strategies are solid and have good theoretical basis. It can be proved theoretically that the Pareto Optimality can be achieved. But in practice, once a data collector is selected to report data sample, more than one data sample will be collected. Because it takes much time and cost to determine which data sample should be collected. But the data negotiation even need more cost and time than data report. Therefore, it is not practical to take data sample as the basic unit of data collection. And this scheme is also not suitable for the mobile robots' system in this paper. Therefore, once a mobile device is selected, the mobile device will autonomously collect data for a period, and report data samples during the movement. The above practical situation shows that in the design of the data collection strategy, the data reporter should be considered as a basic unit of data collection to meet the practical needs and reduce the cost. (2) The main way to reduce the amount of data collected in many previous studies is to reduce the redundancy in data collection. But the problem in this method is: (a) Redundancy of data is difficult to avoid in practice. And the removal of redundant data requires additional cost. Thus, the effect of reducing redundant data is not satisfying. For example, in the incentive mechanism for data collection, the amount of collected data samples is large in the area where the data collector is dense even if the participatory radio of data collector is small and the reward for the data collectors is low. And the data redundancy is large. But in the remote 54684 VOLUME 6, 2018 area, because there are few data collectors, the data collected is still not enough even at high reward. (b) The amount of data reduced by this kind of method is limited. If the monitored area is divided into n × n grids, each grid needs to collect at least one data sample. In theory, even if there is no redundancy in the data collection which is the most ideal situation, the system needs to collect n 2 data samples at least. From the view of the above situation, this paper proposes a data collection strategy utilizing the matrix completion technology. With the matrix completion technology, if the sampling matrix has a low rank character, the missing data can be recovered even if only part of data is collected. It is noted that according to the method proposed in this paper, the data samples that needed to be collected is less than n 2 in theory. In this way, the amount of data collected can be effectively reduced.
Based on the above analysis, this paper takes matrix completion technology as the theoretical foundation and takes reporter as the basic data collection unit. The optimized data reporter group which has low cost and high QoS is constructed through the combination of the trajectory data. Therefore, the proposed scheme is better than the previous data collection strategies in terms of data amount, cost and other QoS indicators. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) For the application whose sampling matrix has the feature of low-rank in the crowdsourcing, this paper proposed an Efficiency Cost Data Collection Scheme (ECDCS) which takes the advantage of matrix completion technology. By using the correlation between data, it is possible to collect only a part of the data to construct a complete application. The matrix completion technology can recover the missing data through partial data, thereby effectively reducing the amount of data to be collected. ECDCS can select a set of data collectors that can meet the requirements of matrix completion technology and maximize the collaboration effect of data collectors.
(2) ECDCS can select a group of data collector with low cost which can satisfy the requirements for constructing the application. Although the application of matrix completion technology to data collection can reduce the redundancy, the selection of data collector still matters. Because the trajectories of different data collectors are different, the covered area and the expected reward is also different. Therefore, this paper proposes a reporter selection algorithm which optimize the combination of multiple reporters. Under the conditions of application construction, the proposed algorithm selects the reporter combination with lower cost and better collaboration effect. The proposed algorithm selects the data reporter according to the EC value. The EC value of a data reporter is the ratio of the reward it receives to its efficiency. After each selection, the EC value of the remaining data reporters will be updated. Thus, the combination of data reporters with better collaboration effect will be selected. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the sys-tem model and formulate the problem of our data collection strategy. Sections 4 present the details of Efficiency Cost Data Collection Scheme (ECDCS). We evaluate the proposed ECDCS scheme via simulations in Section 5. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
II. PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE AND RELATED WORK
With the development of intelligent devices, more and more data-based applications can be developed, making it possible for the implementation of smart grids, smart homes, and smart cities [37] , [38] . In the reality, such big data-based application like smart city need to collet a large number of data. Sensing tasks are often very large which can't be done with a single smart device or a small number of smart devices. Although the tasks of such applications are usually large and complex, it is easy to collet a single data. Therefore, the tasks of constructing big data-based applications can be completed by the cooperation of multiple smart devices.
Crowdsourcing leverages the cooperation of multiple smart devices to accomplish complex sensing tasks that a single device cannot perform. Crowdsourcing can use incentives like money or virtual rewards to recruit a large number of mobile smart devices to perform the crowdsourcing tasks. Complex sensing tasks can be accomplished through the cooperation of a large number of smart devices.
The crowdsourcing system utilizes smart devices distributed in the city to accomplish large-scale, wide-scale sensing tasks. The system framework of crowdsourcing as shown in Figure 1 mainly consists of three parts: (1) Task publisher. Task publisher can also be called application publisher or data requester. Task publisher publish the VOLUME 6, 2018 sensing task according to the construction requirements of application. After the task publisher obtains the data through the platform of the crowdsourcing, the data will be filtered, refined and processed. The collected data will be processed to construct application that meet the market needs or specific requirements. The task publisher needs to undertake the overhead during the data collection.
(2) Platform. The task publisher only publishes the requirements of the application but don't care how to accomplish these tasks. The platform determines how to allocate sensing tasks, select the suitable data reporters to perform the tasks, and how to pay these reporters. The data reporters are paid by the platform rather than task publisher directly.
(3) Data reporter. Data reporter is the holder of the smart devices which can be also called data collector. These smart devices can be vehicles embedded with sensors, mobile phones, IPADs or other intelligent devices.
For example, to monitor air quality in different parts of the city, it is necessary to collect meteorological data from different locations in the city. However, for a single data reporter, the location that it can reach is highly restricted. A single smart device can only collect a portion of the data needed by the application. Different data reporters can reach different regions. Therefore, a high-quality application can be constructed by the collaboration of multiple data reporters. And tasks that cannot be completed by a single data reporter can be accomplished through the cooperation of multiple data reporters. Although the locations that each reporter can reach are different, the applications can be successfully built as long as the selected reporter combination can cover the areas that the application needs. Therefore, crowdsourcing can accomplish the tasks through the collaboration between multiple intelligent devices, which cannot be accomplished by a single intelligent device. Such tasks can be water pollution monitoring, noise monitoring, traffic flow detection, etc. According to the requirements of the application, different data reporter combination can be selected to perform different sensing tasks.
Although the collaboration of multiple reporters can perform large-scale sensing tasks and build high quality application, different combination of the reporters has different collaboration effects. Therefore, it is a problem worthy of study in the crowdsourcing to employ appropriate reporters to achieve the best cooperative effect according to the requirements of the application. A single smart device, which is data collector, incurs some overhead when collecting data. In order to motivate more reporters to accomplish the sensing tasks with high quality and provide the appropriate data for application stably, a certain reward will be given to the data reporters. The reward can be money, virtual credits or other forms. Through the incentive mechanism, the application can obtain stable and reliable data from the data reporters. But the incentive mechanism will also bring additional cost to the system, how to use the minimum cost to achieve maximum cooperative effect is the key content of crowdsourcing research.
Research [39] proposed two modes of crowdsourcing. The first sensing mode is platform-centric. The system first sets the reward amount, and the data reporters compete to participate in the crowdsourcing task. The Nash equilibrium is achieved by Stackelberg method to maximize the overall utility of the system. The second sensing mode is reportercentric. The reporter-centric mode selects appropriate data reporters through auctions. The measure of cooperative effect in research [40] is whether the system can recruit sufficient number of data reporters. In the crowdsourcing model in [40] , the total reward is given. Whether the publisher of the task knows that cost of the data reporter is a factor that affects the total compensation. If task publishers can obtain the cost of reporters, they can pay lower prices to recruit low cost data reporters. But in practice, it is difficult to obtain the cost of data reporters because the cost of different data reporters is different and even the devices may be different. So, it is very difficult to get the true cost of data reporters. Therefore, in practice, the reward is often presented by the data reporter rather than the application. The reward presented by the data reporter is often bigger than the true cost of the data reporter. Because different data reporters have different expectations for the reward, the proposed rewards of the reporters are different.
The scheme of crowdsourcing can also be divided into online-scheme and offline-scheme. The candidate group of data reporters in online-scheme is dynamically changing. The candidate group of data reporters in offline-scheme is unchanged. Azzam et al. [41] proposed a dynamic online-scheme crowdsourcing model. To meet the different requirements of the application for sensing tasks in different periods, the model continuously increases or decreases the number of data reporters. The main purpose of this model is to select a group of data reporters with higher stability. To motivate data reporters to perform the data sensing tasks better, the model utilizes Cooperative Game Theory. In this model, stability is an important factor to measure the effect of data reporters' collaboration. But, dynamic models can also bring large much additional computation. If the data reporter group is changed frequently, it will bring much unnecessary overhead. Wang et al. [42] proposed a combination of online mode and offline mode. In their proposed model, the candidate reporter set is first statically determined, and then the data reporter who ultimately performs the sensing tasks is dynamically determined by auction. Although online-scheme can improve the cooperation flexibility of data reporters, it will also bring a lot of additional computation cost. And the stability of the sensing task is difficult to maintain. Therefore, in the actual sensing task, the offline-scheme is widely used.
If there are multiple sensing tasks to be completed and the number of reporters is not enough, it will be impossible to accomplish all the sensing tasks. Therefore, the problem of task allocation appears [43] . Research [44] proposed the LRBA algorithm to determine the allocation of sensing tasks according to the location. At the same time, by adjusting the price of the tasks, a certain number of data reporters are maintained in the system. Research [45] proposed an online task allocation model QASCA. QASCA takes into account the time and cost of task assignment to maximize system performance. Research [46] considers how to maximize individual benefits from the perspective of data reporters. The system can motivate data collectors to actively participate in data collection by maximizing their personal profits. In the crowdsourcing system, the problem that task assignment cannot solve is the shortage of data reporters. To solve the problem that the number of sensing tasks does not match the number of data reporters, Zhang et al. [47] proposed a CAPR algorithm to balance the number of sensing tasks and the number of data reporters. CAPR adjusts the system's incentives based on the ratio of sensing tasks and the number of data reporters.
Insufficient data reporters and uneven distribution of data reporters in urban areas are challenges in crowdsourcing systems. Some researches motivate more data reporters to collect data in remote areas by increasing the reward. Pu et al. [48] proposed a crowdsourcing model for predicting data reporters' trajectories. In their proposed crowdsourcing model, vehicles are used to collect data. This model can guarantee the cooperative effect of the data reporters for a period. However, it is still impossible to completely solve the problem of insufficient data reporters [49] . Currently, few researchers apply data recovery technology to crowdsourcing. Data recovery technology is an effective solution to reduce data redundancy and data missing in crowdsourcing. Matrix completion is a relatively mature data recovery technology. There are many mature matrix completion algorithms such as SET [50] , OptSpace [51] , and SVT [52] . The matrix completion technology can solve the problem of insufficient data reporters and data redundancy in the crowdsourcing. How to apply matrix completion technology to crowdsourcing is a very worthwhile research.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. SYSTEM MODEL Some data-based applications need to collect data at specific location and time to perform computational work and data analysis. For example, in order to measure the air pollution at different location in a city during a day, relevant indicators need to be measured at different time and different location. A single mobile intelligent device has limited range of activity, and it can only collect data in a certain location within a certain period. Fortunately, the task that a single mobile intelligent device cannot accomplish can be completed by multiple mobile intelligent devices. Different mobile intelligent devices have different data sampling locations due to their different range of activities. Therefore, crowdsourcing system can accomplish a complex task through the collaboration of multiple mobile devices. When the number of devices that volunteer to participate in data collection reaches a certain amount, it can make up for the shortage of data collected by a single device. The set of data reporter can be expressed as:
Using smart devices distributed in various regions of the city, the crowdsourcing system can select appropriate data reporters from the set of candidate data reporters to complete the corresponding crowdsourcing tasks collaboratively.
To record data collected at different locations, the crowdsourcing system numbers different regions. Divide the sensing area into n grids, and number each grid, then different sampling areas can be expressed as:
In addition to the location of the data, the data acquisition time is also recorded to meet the requirements of the applications like meteorological data monitoring. For example, to detect the meteorological data of the entire city, it is necessary to collect data at different times in different areas of the city to obtain meteorological data of a certain day or a certain moment. The time granularity of different application in data collection is different. Assume that the application needs to collect data within the time period T. during this period T, the application needs to collect data of the corresponding position at regular intervals. According to the sampling interval, the time period T can be divided into smaller time slots:
t i denotes the time data collected. The application expects to collect data e j i at location a i time t j . Then the data sampling matrix that the application expects to collect can be denoted as:
However, due to the limitations in the number and distribution of data reporters, it is difficult for applications to obtain the expected sampled data matrix. At some sampling points, there may be no data; at other sampling points, multiple duplicate data may be collected. Therefore, the amount of data that the platform actually collects at each sampling point can be expressed as:
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In the sampling matrix, only the sampling points where the data is acquired are valid sampling points. Then the valid sampling point matrix of the sampling data matrix is:
in which:
In the sampling data matrix, if there is no data at the sampling point, that is n j i = 0, the sampling point is an invalid sampling point, which is represented as x j i = 0. If there is at least one data at the sampling point, that is n j i ≥ 1,then the sampling point is an valid sampling point, which is represented as x j i = 1. Although data redundancy may occur at the valid sampling point, the sampling point is a valid sampling point as long as there is data.
Data reporters generate a certain amount of cost when collecting data. To increase the enthusiasm of data reporters to collect data, a certain amount of reward is given to the data reporter to increase their enthusiasm. The expected reward proposed by the data reporter is:
The platform pays data reporters according to R to motivate them to participate in data collection.
But even if there is certain reward to motivate the data reporters, individual data reporters are not always able to submit data at sampling time due to activity time and environment limitation such as signal strength, power and other resources. The data submitted by the data reporter U k can be expressed as: At each sampling time, a data reporter can only submit a data at one location, which means:
When collecting data, the platform hopes to reduce the cost as much as possible. Data reporter will have expenses of time, energy, electric power etc. To obtain stable data with high quality, a certain reward is paid to motivate data reporter. Assure the candidate data reporters set volunteered to participate in the data collection is:
The reward set proposed by the data reporter is:
The proposed reward of different data reporter is different. Because even at the same sampling time and location, the cost of different data reporters may still be different. In some remote area which data reporters are difficult to reach, due to the weak signal strength or other environment limitations, high data costs may be generated when collecting data. In the same sampling grid, the cost may differ due to the data collection time. For example, even in areas where data reporters are densely distributed, if data collection is done at late night, data reporters will expect higher rewards. In addition, different data reporters have different expectations for reward. Therefore, the expected rewards of reporters with the same cost may be different. The platform hopes to select the lowest-cost, best-collected collection of data collectors that meet the minimum requirements for building applications. The platform hopes to select the reporter group with low cost and good cooperative effect. If the platform selects p data reporters to participate in the data collection, the selected data reporter set is:
The corresponding reward of the selected data reporters is:
The total payment the system need to pay can be calculated as
The first goal of the platform is to minimize the data collection cost of the system:
However, while reducing the cost of data collection, the platform must ensure the cooperative effect of the data reporter group, that is, to ensure the coverage of the sampling data matrix. In the most ideal case, all the sampling points in the matrix is valid. That is, for each
there is:
And thus, the ideal sampling data matrix is:
But in fact, it is difficult to collect data for all sampling points. For example, in some remote areas, data reporters may only arrive and collect data at specific time. Even in the center of the city, there may be no data reporters at late nigh. Therefore, in the sampling data matrix, only part of the sampling points are valid sampling points. From the valid sampling point matrix of the platform, the number of valid sampling points can be obtained as follows:
Then the coverage of the sampling matrix is:
The higher the coverage of the sampling matrix, the higher the quality of the application. Therefore, to improve the service quality of the application, another goal of the platform is to increase the coverage of the sampling matrix as much as possible, which can be denoted as:
Therefore, how to select data reporters, to reduce the cost of the platform as much as possible, and to improve the coverage to ensure the service quality of the application, is the main research goal of this paper:
IV. SCHEME DESIGN
To state the parameter of this paper clearly, the main notions introduced in this paper can be found in table 1.
A. MOTIVATION
(1) In the data collection, due to environment limitations, there are some sampling points where data cannot be collected. Even if the platform continues to increase the reward, there are still some sampling points where data cannot be collected. These sampling points may not be able to have data due to the remoteness of the location or the particularity of the sampling time. For example, in the fine-grained observation of long-term migratory patterns of migratory birds, due to the limitations of the traditional technology and costs, largescale, long-term observations of wide areas (spatial areas spanning 3,000 kilometers) are difficult to obtain accurately first-hand information. Such application is difficult to raise the coverage of the sampling matrix by the incentive. In the traditional data collection scheme, to obtain the ideal sampling matrix, the application has to collect at least m × T data as shown in Figure 2 . Due to the limitation of the environment, the actual data collection status of the traditional scheme is shown in Figure 3 in which the shadow grids are the unideal sampling points. In these sampling points, part of the sampling points doesn't have any data, while some sampling points collect multiple data. The redundant data will bring additional cost to the platform. And the points without data will lead to the failure of application construction. Therefore, how to break through the limitations of the traditional data collection scheme is the key to further reduce costs.
The key to breaking through the limitation of traditional data collection scheme is to reduce the data amount. The application of matrix completion technology to data collection can compensate the problems of traditional data collection scheme in this respect. Matrix completion technology is a relatively mature data recovery technology, which can recover the missing data through partial data in the matrix. In matrix with low rank, a certain correlation exists in the data. And many data-based applications have similar properties. For example, when performing meteorological monitoring, the change of data often has a certain regularity in the same period. Therefore, the matrix completion technology can be used to restore a complete sampling matrix, so that the lack of partial data in the sampling matrix can be tolerated. The data collection scheme after the application of matrix technology is shown in Figure 4 . To construct a complete sampling data matrix, only part of data reporters need to be selected. However, the application of matrix completion technology has certain conditions. The sampling data matrix shown in Figure 5 does not satisfy the application conditions of the matrix completion.
Matrix completion technology has two conditions for sampling data matrix: a. Each row and each column of the sampling matrix must have data, which is:
b. The number of valid sampling points in the sampling data matrix must bigger than the lowest value, which is:
where r is the rank of the matrix and C is a constant. The data collection situation shown in Figure 5 does not meet the first condition that each row and each column of sampling matrix must have data. Therefore, how to select suitable data reporters to collect data efficiently while satisfying the conditions is a key issue to be solved.
(2) How to select the appropriate data reporter set to reduce the overhead and maximize the collaboration effect of data reporter set is also a key issue that the platform needs to solve when collecting data. Different data reporters have different behavior patterns. For example, when taking a smart phone to collect data, the device holder acts as a data reporter and its behavioral pattern has a critical impact on the results of data collection. Some data reporters are very active and can report data to the system frequently during the sampling time. During the sampling time T, the data reporter may be unable to submit data to the system at each unit sampling time. Therefore, for different data reporters, the amount of data collected during the sampling time is different. In addition to the difference in the amount of data, different data reporters have different expectations for the reward.
The overhead generated by different data reporters when collecting a single data is different. Due to the type of the device, the strength of the signal, the difference in configuration, etc., the cost of data reporters at the same sampling point may be different. And different data reporters have different expectations for the reward. Some data reporters have lower expectations for the reward so low reward can meet their expectation. Some data reporters have higher expectations for the reward so high reward can meet their expectation. From the perspective of the platform, the cost incurred during data collection is expected to be as lower as possible. The platform expects to select data reporters with more data at low cost. traditional scheme shown in Figure 6 is 95, while the total payment shown in Figure 7 , and Figure 8 which utilize the matrix completion technology is 55, 21. Therefore, how to establish an effective data reporter selection method is very important for sensing tasks.
B. ECDCS 1) EFFICIENCY COST
Different smart devices have different reporting frequencies and locations. And data reporters have different expectations for the reward. The platform hopes to reduce the cost as much as possible while meeting the basic requirements of constructing applications.
In the IoT network, the selection of data reporter is very important. The reward proposed by the data reporter may not truly reflect the actual workload and the contribution to the application. Therefore, if only considering the reward which is the cost of the system, it is not always possible to achieve good data collection effects. For example, as shown in Figure 1 , assume that the platform selects data reporters according to the reward proposed by the data reporter. The platform will select the reporter with the lowest expected reward according to the sorted set. Sort all the data reporters in Figure 1 according to the reward: 6 and U 1 will be selected. After the selection of U 1 , the conditions of matrix completion will be satisfied. The platform need to pay 24 to the data reporters selected in this way. However, the payment of the situation shown in Figure 8 is only 21. There may also be data collection situation with lower cost. Therefore, the reward can be the selection standard.
For data reporter U k , the data amount it can collect can be denoted as:
At each sampling time, a data reporter can only submit a data at one location, which means:
Therefore, for a single data reporter, the maximum amount of data collected during the sampling period is T . And thus, for a single data reporter U k , the data collection efficiency can be defined as:
Data collection efficiency reflects the activeness of data reporters. If the data reporter U k submits data at each unit sampling time, the efficiency of U k is 1 which means U k is an active data reporter. The cost of different data reporters is different, and it may produce higher costs when take the efficiency as the only standard. The system needs a selection standard to evaluate data reporters in terms of efficiency and overhead. And thus, Efficiency Cost (EC) is proposed to evaluate the value of each data reporter. The EC value of a data reporter is the ratio of the reward it receives to its efficiency. For a single data reporter U k , the value of EC can be denoted as:
When defining data collection efficiency, F k is used as denominator rather than r k because F k ∈ [0, 1] which can magnify the difference of different data reporters.
Therefore, the application can select suitable data reporters according the EC. The smaller the EC value of the data reporter, the less overhead it will generate when collecting single data. Sort all the data reporters according to the EC. The sorted data reporter set is:
For example, the EC value of data reporters in Figure 6 is calculated in Table 2 . Figure 6 .
Sort all the data reporters in Figure 6 according to the value of EC. The sorted set is:
According to value of EC, the data reporter with smaller EC value is preferentially selected to perform data collection. Data reporter U 1 and U 4 will be selected. After the selection of reporter U 4 , the condition of matrix completion will be satisfied. And the selection will stop.
2) EC UPDATING
The situation shown in Figure 6 is ideal where data collection range of each data reporter does not coincide with each other. However, in the practice, multiple data reporters often collect redundant data in the same sampling point while some data sampling points have no data as shown in Figure 9 . The EC value in Figure 9 is calculated in Table 3 . According to the value of EC, U 7 , U 3 , U 6 and U 4 will be selected. From Figure 9 , it can be observed that U 7 , U 3 , U 6 have higher repeatability between data which means the selected group has higher redundancy. Therefore, in order to reduce the redundancy, each time a data reporter is selected, the EC values of all remaining data reporters are recalculated. The key to recalculating the EC value is to recalculate the data reporter's efficiency. For the data reporter U p in the remaining data reporter set, if data it collects have duplicated part R P with the selected data reporters, the efficiency of data reporter U p will be recalculated as:
Therefore, the data redundancy will be reduced. In Figure 9 , U 7 is first selected. The updated EC value of remaining data reporter is shown in Table 4 . After the value of is updated, U 6 will be selected. And after the selection of U 6 , the updated EC value of remaining data reporter is shown in Table 5 . And from Table 5 , U 2 will be selected. And data reporters finally selected are U 7 , U 6 and U 2 .
The main steps of ECDCS algorithm based on EC value can be expressed as: Step 1: First, the data amount N that data reporter U k collects during sampling time T is calculated. And the efficiency F k of data reporter U k is also calculated.
Step 2: Calculate the value of EC according to the payment and efficiency of data reporter U k .
Step 3: Sort all the data reporter according to the value of EC.
Step 4: Select data reporter with smallest EC value and add it to the set W .
Step 5: ECDCS judges whether the selected data reporters could satisfy the basic conditions of matrix completion:
(1) Each row and each column must have data:
(2) The amount of data sampling points must satisfy the condition:
If the selected data reporter group can satisfy the two conditions above, then the algorithm comes to an end. And the selected data reporter set W will be output. If the conditions are not satisfied, Step 4 will be executed.
Step 6: Recalculate the EC value of the remaining data reporters and go back to the Step3.
The details of the ECDCS is shown in Algorithm 1. After the selection of data reporter, the complete data sampling matrix can be recovered by the mature matrix completion technology such as OptSpace [51] , SVT [52] , SET [50] .
V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
To verify the effectiveness of ECDCS, we use different data reporter group and compare it with three other schemes: Price First Data Collection Scheme (PFDCS), Random Selection Data Collection Scheme (RSDCS) and No Matrix Completion Data Collection Scheme (NMCDCS).
Algorithm 1: Efficiency Cost Based Data Collection Scheme (ECDCS)
Input: Reported trajectory data by the data collector Output: Selected data collector set W 1: W = ∅ //to initialize the selected data collector set 2:
For j=1 to T // if data collector collect data in the location i at time t 5:
If d j i = 1 // To compute the data amount collected by the data collector 6:
End for 9:
End for 10: End for 11:
// to compute the data collection rate of each data collector 
5 r log h, h = max{m, T } 16: // the collected data amount is less than the requested 17:
&&|W| < |U |) 18:
z=1; // jump the selected participant 19:
End While W = W {U (z) } // to update the contribution degree of each participant 22:
End For // to get the ordered data collector set 24: U s = Sort U according to EC in ascending order 25: End While 26: Return W The PFDCS is based on the matrix completion technology but only considers cost of data collection and data reporter with low expected reward is selected firstly. PFDCS doesn't take the coverage into account. RSDCS also apply the matrix completion technology and use traditional way to select data reporter randomly. NMCDC does not apply the matrix VOLUME 6, 2018 completion and selects data reporters randomly which is the traditional data collection way.
A. THE EVALUATION OF DATA COLLECTOR
In the experiment, assume the amount of data sampling is100, and the number of sampling time slots is also 100. So, the sampling data matrix is: E 100×100 . Figures 10, 12 , and 14 are data statistics of all data reporters at each sampling point when the number of data reporters is 200, 500, and 1000, respectively. The application needs one data in the sampling point to construct the application. Therefore, it can be seen from the three figures that the total data amount of each sampling point of the candidate reporter group is sufficient. And the distribution of candidate data reporters is evenly distributed. As the number of data reporters increases, the amount of data in each sampling point increases which means the application have bigger space for the choice. But it also means that if there is no reasonable selection strategy, redundancy will be generated. data reporters is concentrated in the interval [30] , [80] and follows a normal distribution. High cost data reporters and low cost data reporters are both a minority in the three data reporter sets. Figure 16 is part of the trajectory data of five reporters which are selected from 200 data reporters randomly. The figure shows the trajectory data of the first ten time slots. From the figure, it can be seen that different data reporter collects different data due to the difference in the trajectory. Moreover, it can be seen from the data reporter labeled 5 that the data reporter does not necessarily submit data at all unit sampling time. Therefore, different data reporters have different efficiency.
Different reporters may have different data efficiency due to the different data amount they collect. Figure 17 
B. THE EVALUATION OF ECDCS
The data distribution of data reporters selected by ECDCS is shown in Figure 18 . From Figure 18 it can be seen that not all the sampling points have data. Because ECDCS can use matrix completion technology to recover the missing data, it can reduce the overall data amount by collecting part of the data, thereby reducing costs. As can be seen from the Figure 18 , the most data amount of the data sampling point is 1. Figure 19 is the distribution of data reporters selected by the NMCDC. As can be seen from the figure, most of the sampling points have 2-3 data which means there is much data redundancy. In addition to a single sampling point, the amount of data collected by NMCDC is greater than that of ECDCS, and NMCDC needs to gather data at almost all the sampling points to meet the basic requirements of application. ECDCS only needs to collect data at some sampling points to meet the construction needs of the application.
In order to apply the matrix completion technology to reduce the cost, the collected data amount must satisfy the condition: In the experiment, the scale of sampling matrix used is 100 × 100 and the constant C = 1. And thus the collected data amount of the sampling matrix must satisfy: Figure 20 is the comparison of the amount of selected data reporters selected by the four schemes when the number of candidate data reporters is 200. Among them, PFDCS, RSDCS and ECDCS are data collection schemes based on matrix completion technology. NMCDCS is a traditional data collection scheme without matrix completion technology. As can be seen from the figure, NMCDCS without matrix completion technology needs to select all data reporters to satisfy the requirement of constructing applications. ECDCS based on the EC value needs the least data reporters. Figure 21 is the comparison of the four schemes. The overhead of the four schemes is similar to that of the amount of Since NMCDCS does not use matrix completion technology, its target data amount is 100×100, and no change is required. As can be seen from Figure 23 , the lower limit of the number of data is changed, and the amount of data that ECDCS collected is the least before the amount of data exceeds the boundary of the system. Figure 24 illustrates that the total cost of ECDCS is also the lowest. When the amount of data required reaches a certain level, all the four schemes need to select all the data reporters to meet the need of construction requirements. Figures 23 and 24 show the comparison of the amount of data collected and the total cost of the PFDCS, RSDCS and ECDCS schemes when the number of data reporters is 500 as the lower limit of collected data amount changes. As can be seen from Figure 25 , as the lower limit of the number of data changed, the amount of data that ECDCS collected is the least. Figure 26 illustrates that the total cost of ECDCS is also the lowest. When the amount of data required reaches a certain level, all the four schemes need to select all the data reporters to meet the need of construction requirements. But compared to the number of data reporters is 200, when the number of data reporters is 500, the application has more space to choose. When the number of data reporters is 200, and the needed minimum amount of data is about 7000, the boundary of the system has been reached. Four strategies require all data reporters to participate in order to meet application requirements.
Figures 27 and 28 show the comparison of the amount of data collected and the total cost of the PFDCS, RSDCS and ECDCS schemes when the number of data reporters is 1000 as the lower limit of collected data amount changes. As can be seen from Figure 27 and Figure 28 , as the lower limit of the number of data changed, the amount of data that ECDCS collected and the cost of the ECDCS is the least. As the number of data reporters increases, the gap between ECDCS and the other three schemes will be reduced. When the number of data reporters is small, the advantage of ECDCS strategy is more obvious.
VI. CONCLUSION
The development of smart devices has enabled more and more data-based applications to be developed. The smart devices change the traditional data collection mode. Complex applications based on big data usually have a huge number of tasks. It is difficult to build complex applications with a single or a small number of smart devices. Fortunately, the collaboration of a large number of smart devices can greatly reduce the difficulty of application construction. Many researchers have conducted relevant research on this data collection scheme but there are still some problems.
First, there may be a large amount of redundant data generated during the actual data collection process. These redundant data will bring additional overhead to the system. Second, there may be no data in some remote areas. How to recover missing data while reducing data redundancy is a key issue that needs to be addressed.
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